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ABSTRACT

The principal objective of the CEL-V laser program is to
realize high performances ablative implosions. The indirect
drive approach has been chosen to reach the high degree of uni-
formity required. In relation to this objective, the radiation
transfer and the development of hydrodynamics instabilities are
widely studied. Besides, efforts have been developed in the
field of diagnostics, and of laser technology with optical
smoothing and high damage level coatings studies.

1. IMPLOSION PHYSICS
1.1. Radiation driven implosions

High yield implosions involved in Inertial Fusion Confine-
ment require a low preheat, a high degree of drive energy uni-
formity, and a minimum development of hydrodynamics instabili-
ties.

A drive asymmetry of the order of 1 % seems permissible to
reach the high convergence ratios (30-40) needed to achieve
ignition *. In the direct drive approach, several optical smoo-
thing techniques have been proposed to improve the on-target
irradiance uniformity : induced spatial incoherence (ISI) * ,
echelon free ISI 3, distributed phase plates 4 , smoothing by
spactral dispersion 9, or optical fiber oscillator e. Even with
such devices, a high number of overlapping laser beams appear
necessary : with the 24 beams equipped with DPP of the OMEGA
laser system, Rochester reached a non-uniformity level of
» 10 % (RMS) 7. In the indirect approach, the visible or UV
laser radiation is converted into soft X rays used to implode a
fuel capsule inside a hohlraum target. Compared to the previous
configuration, the drive uniformity is greatly enhanced ; LLNL
with the 10 beams NOVA laser got a uniformity better than
3 % •.

The direct laser irradiation scheme (00) is the most effi-
cient in terms of energy transfer into the capsule. However,
lesser constraints on beams number and quality, and a better
drive isotropy may give a substantial advantage to the indirect
scheme (ID).



An irradiation defect A0 will result, after the accelera-
tion stage, in a velocity defect Av of the pusher such that
AV/V = k. 0/0, where k is the power index of 0 in the relation
between irradiance, ablation pressure and ablated mass ratio :

Pa/m * 0"

Assuming a nearly constant implosion velocity, and bringing in
that the energy to invest is inversely proportional to the
square of the final fuel density, we get a rough estimate of
the ratio between the DD and ID laser energies required to get
the ignition with a given maximum defect of core sphericity and
for the same relative initial irradiation defect A
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where o is the efficiency of laser energy transfer to the fuel.
With koD = 0,33 9, and ki o s 0,17 1 0 , 1 1 , assuming
•Jro/ »JDD = 0,1, we get a laser energy for indirect drive «
6 times lesser than for direct drive. Obviously, preheat and
hydrodynamic instabilities should be taken in account for a
more accurate evaluation.

Radiation driven implosion is the approach hold and stu-
died by CEL-V. In order to attain this objective, radiation
transfer has been studied for a long time l2. The level of im-
plosion symmetry in different kinds of hohlraum targets has
been estimated using glass capsules. Experiments have been per-
formed either with Octal or with Phebus. It was verified that
the sphericity could be improved by a proper choice of geome-
try, even with two beams only.

The figure 1 shows time integrated X-ray pictures of the
core emission for different situations, showing the progression
towards a nearly ID implosion. The factor b/a stands for the
ellipticity of the core ; the last recording in the series of 2
beams implosions has been partly occulted by the hohlraum
structure.

1.2. Radiation transfer

The physics of radiation transfer has been studied for a
long time, in so far as necessary studies to succeed in the
previous goal. Numerous series of experiments have been perfor-
med using the different laser facilities at the CEL-V : P 102,
OCTAL, and PHEBUS to analyse the fundamental properties of X--
ray conversion - i.e : efficiency, lobe, spectra - as a func-
tion of target characteristics and irradiation conditions.

In 1932, we presented in the same conference results ob-
tained on thick planar targets, and proposed an analytical ex-
pression giving the X-ray conversion rates, useful to get ea-
sily their evolution versus the interaction parameters 13. The
greater part of the X rays emission is located below 1 keV ;
the efficiency increases with the target atomic number and the
laser frequency. In gold, up to 5 % of the X-ray energy are
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The implosion symmetry is controlled by varying hohlraum geometry
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carried in M lines, between 2 and 3 keV, and in Copper 10 % are
carried in L lines, with a spectral peak between 1.1 and 1.5
keV. An X-ray conversion efficiency up to 60 % has been
measured with Phebus for irradiances a 10'« W cm-2 at
X= 0.35 urn in 0,7 ns pulse duration (fig. 2). The front side
emission lobe is intermediate between isotropic and Lambert's
law.

In 1987 » « , complementary studies have been performed in
thin targets ; the rear side emission appeared to present a
maximum in efficiency (20 % of the laser energy) for defined
couples î target thickness-laser irradiance, with a rise-time
increasing versus the target thickness. Experimental results
can be satisfactorily restituted provided a non LTE physics is
included in the codes (fig. 3). The evolution in time of the
rear side emission is recorded with a broad band spectrometer
constitued of a transmission grating (period 5000 A) for spec-
tral dispersion, associated with a soft X-ray streak camera
providing a 50 ps mm-1 sweep velocity and a time resolution
s 30 ps. A typical recording is shown fig. 4a. It has been ob-
tained with a 2 urn thick gold foil irradiated at an irradiance
I s 3 1013 W cm2 with a 0,35 urn 0,7 ns laser pulse. The signal
represents the intensity of emission in the spectral range 6-
7,5 A. It roughly starts in step with the laser pulse. A shoul-
der is clearly observed over s 400 ps after the leading edge,
followed by a well pronounced peak at t s 800 ps. They are res-
pectively identified as the breaking through of the shock and
of the radiation wave 1S. The laser irradiance being fixed, it
appears that such a situation is very sensitive to the target
thickness ; for thin foils, the shock is too short to be detec-
ted, while for thicker ones the radiation wave fades before
breaking out. Numerical simulations are in a quite good agree-
ment with experimental data (fig. 4b). In same experiments, the
hydrodynamical behaviour of the target has been observed using
a streaked soft X-ray' imaging device composed of a slit for
spatial resolution and a streak X-ray camera. The observation
was tangential to the target, the spectral range of recording
was hV s 100-300 eV. An experimental result and the .correspon-
ding numerical simulations are shown fig. 5. The tii,.e delay to
get a significative X-ray emission on the rear side (At s 300
ps) is also clearly evidenced.

1.3. Effect of optical smoothing

In relation to this program, the influence of beam optical
smoothing on X-ray conversion has been studied. Smoothing was
obtained using the techniques of optical fibre 1S allowing to
perform experiments at /S = 1.05, 0.53 and 0.35 um. The laser
pulse duration was At » 1.4 ns, and the laser irradiance was
varied between a few 10» * W cur» to 9.1013 W cm-2. The ex-
perimental data concern the emission lobe (fig. 6a) and the
conversion efficiency (fig. 6b). No significant increase of X
ray conversion was observed, by comparison with previous re-
sults 1 a . The same observation was mentionned by LLNL and
KHSF Inc. 1?. But we found out a greatly enhanced re-
producibility of experiments, as shown for example in the small
data spreading in fig. 6a. Moreover, we observed at X » 0.53 um
that the hard X ray emission (5 < lr)k«t < 20) is reduced by a
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factor s 10, by comparison with experiments using classical
beams (fig. 7). This effect can be attributed to a reduction of
Raman instability which, in a classical beam, can be enhanced
for several reasons such as hot spots where the laser intensity
becomes higher '8 .

The effect of optical smoothing on the ablation depth has
also been studied in gold planar targets 19. We observed that
at 1,06 urn the ablation depth was unchanged by smoothing the
laser, and was 3 times the depth given by the hydrocodes ; that
may signify that the process is dominated by filamentation. At
0,53 urn and 0,35 urn, the ablation depth is in agreement with
the code, whatever the smoothing method is used (Fig. 8).

1.4. Hydrodynaaic instabilities

Hydrodynamic stability remains one of the major question
adressed in the field of Inertial Confinement Fusion. Instabi-
lities can occur at the DT-pusher interface during the slowing-
down stage, give rise to mixing of the DT with the pusher and
lower the implosion performances.

We study the development of the mixing zone in plasma
situation using laser-accelerated tri-layer planar targets. In
fact instead of "mixing" it would be more rigourous to say "in-
terpénétration" of the fluids because we do not know the real
state of the fluids, at least for the experimental point of
view.

The experimental setup and the principles used in Limeil
have been already published 13 : the target is a foil made of
Au/Al/Au ; a probe beam heats the rear gold layer over a small
fraction of its thickness (1/3) . Ones the target is irradiated
by the driver beam, the shock and the acceleration can induce
Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the rear
Al/Au interface. If the mixing is scarcely developed, a spec-
troscopic observation of the rear of the target will reveal
gold emission only ; if the mixing zone is broadly developed
aluminium line Hect will be detected.

In the first campaign, the experimental conditions
were i 3 - 2 0 :
- trilayer foils Au(0.3 um)/Al(2 um)/Au(0.3 um)
- the driver-beam features were: 0.35um, Ins FWHM and from 1 to
3 10»3 W/cm*
- the probe-beam features were : l.OSum, Ins FWHM, delayed by
Ins with respect to the driver beam and 3.1013 W/cm* ; the
probe depth measured was 0.1 um of Au, that is, 1/3 of the to-
tal gold thickness.
We gave evidence of some mixing between gold and aluminium for
a driver intensity larger than 1013 W/cma ; moreover we
compared the Al line emission given by trilayer foils and those
ones given by pre-made mixing with a given rate of aluminium
atoms : for intensities in the range 2-3 10l 3 W/cra8 an
agreement is obtained for nixing with 20 % of Al and 80% of Au.

For the second campaign, we brought the following improve-
ments :
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- we smoothed out the driver-beam non-uniformities and the
probe-beam non-uniformities with "Random Phase Plates". The
driver intensity could be varied from 10l 3 W/cm* to
5.10" W/cm*.
- the probe-beam features were : 0.35 um instead of 1.06 urn;
the focal spot was 120 um FWHM which was smaller than the dri-
ver focal spot (200 um) in order to probe only the center of
the accelerated part of the foil. The intensity was I±0.2xl0i4
W/cm*; the probe depth measured was 0.2 ± 0.02 um in the gold,
that is, 2/3 of the total gold thickness instead of 1/3.

- the trilayers were basically the same as previously, but we
used an anti-migration barrier between Al and Au at the rear of
target.

- X-ray shadowgraphy and the X-ray emission due to the probe
beam allowed us to determine the velocity of the foil and its
acceleration: for 2.1014 W/cm3 we measured 1.2 x 107 cm/s and
the acceleration deduced is about 10li cm/s2.

The first stage of this experiment was to check that, with
some stable trilayer foils , we do not detect any mixing between
gold and aluminium and verify that the He» Al line cannot be
attributed to the ablation front instability induced by the
driver beam at the front, or induced by the probe beam at the
rear ; a typical stable trilayer can be constituted as
following Au(0.5 un)/AI(2 um)/Si{1.5 um) ; it is obtained by
putting silicon instead of gold at the rear in order to present
a very small density jump between Al and Si. Indeed, time
resolved spectroscopy reveals that with such targets, the Al
lines are delayed with respect to the Si lines by 600 ps which
is compatible with the ablation of 1.5 urn of Si. Moreover the
results obtained with stable trilayers allow us to fit our
hydrocode with the main features of the motion of the foils.

In the second stage we confirmed that the the Al line ap-
pears for 1J (1013 W/cm*). In order to avoid the radiative pre-
heating due to the gold, we used targets with a 5 um Si front
layer, and we found that the Al line intensity seems to grow as
the logarithm of the driver energy (fig. 9).

Some trilayers foils with gold at the front were shot as
in the l:irst campaign, in order to find out what the real part
of the preheating is ; the data processing is now under pro-
gress and the simulations as well.

2. PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

Réf. 14 gives the diagnostic package implemented on Phebus
and devoted to basic measurements routinely operating.
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Other specific diagnostics have beer, devoted first to cha-
racterize the plasma emissions in the X-UV and soft X-ray
ranges, second to measure the fuel density times radius <p R>
and the fuel density-times thickness </£>AR> products at neutron
emission peaks in I.e.P. experiments.

2.1. X-UV diagnostics

Three important diagnostics are now widely used in experi-
ments where radiative transfer plays an important role :

- A streaked soft X-ray imaging system at hV « 100 eV
(F.M.S.), constituted of an upgraded soft x ray streaked camera
with both a temporal resolution better than 30 ps, and a spa-
tial resolution of 8 Ip mm-l , associated with a flat SiOa mir-
ror on grazing incidence as low band pass filter, a vertical
slit for spatial resolution and a soft X-ray filter (typically
0,5 mg.cnr2 of carbon).

- A transmission grating streaked soft X-ray high resolu-
tion spectrometer (SPARTUVIX), developed for soft X-ray laser
studies Z 1 , using a collecting optic, a transmission grating
and a movable camera equipped with an optical fi -icial.

- A transmission grating streaked soft X-ray broad band
spectrometer (SMART), built for spectral analysis between 40 eV
and 1 keV. It is composed of a transmission grating (5000 A
period) which can be translated in order to adjust the spectral
range of the diffracted spectrum into the fixed slit of the
soft X-ray streaked camera (8 Ip ma-1, 30 ps). Fig. 10 shows a
typical picture recorded during the interaction of a two beams
shot of Phebus on a thin planar fold foil. We can see the time
evolution of the diffracted soft X-ray spectrum emitted by the
plasma, present on both sides of the zero order. The 44,7 X
absorption K edge of the carbon filter is clearly identified.

2.2. Neutron diagnostics

Two complementary diagnostics are developed to measure the
performances of an ablative implosion :

. Fuel < p R> measurement by knock-on method

The neutron produced by the DT fusion reactions have a
small probability to scatter off deuterium and tritium ions in
the fuel. The number of such scattering events is directly pro-
portionnai to fuel < p R> times the neutron yield «n . By coun-
ting the number of elastically scattered D and T ions (knock-
on) and by measuring the neutron yield, it is possible to cal-
culate the f>R value from the relation 2Z :

Nk
< p R> » 5.4 (g.cm-*)

0D .O.F

where #• is the neutron yield, Nk the number of detected knock-
on particles in the solid angle 0 and in the detection energy
window, and F a parameter depending on filters and film thick-
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Fig. 1O Time evolution of the soft X-ray spectrum emitted
from a planar gold target irradiated by the two laser
beans of Phebus
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nesses ; we used the solid state track detector CR 39 (150 um
in thickness) protected by tantalum. Identifying, counting and
measuring the pits after etching of the CR 39 in a hot sodium
hydroxyde solution being tedius, we have developed a compute-
rized microscope system for an automated treatment. Being focu-
sed at the top of the detector, the system goes and seek for
the coincidence tracks at the bottom surface by shifting the
sample ; then it returns to the top and advances to the next
location and begins a new stage of scanning. Identification and
counting of knock-on tracks has been successfully tested on CR
39 irradiated in an accelerator.

. Radiocheaistry measurements

In an imploded laser fusion target consisting of DT gas
encapsulated in a glass microballoon, the 14,1 MeV neutrons
activate the Si1» atoms in the glass via the nuclear reaction
Si2t(n,p)A!2t. Knowing the neutron yield *• and the total num-
ber of Al atoms created, one can find the areal density <yO»AR>
of the compressed glass shell at the time of peak neutron pro-
duction 23. The method uses a highly efficient (4 n sr) beta-
gamma coincidence and low noise (0.3 count.min-1) detector, and
a fast extraction target-debris collection system shown on fig.
11. The debris collector is a conical titanium foil (5 cm in
diameter, 10 cm length) located 1 cm apart from the target. To
increase the collection rate, a dish shaped tantalum reflector
is placed in opposite situation, at a distance 2.5 cm from the
target. The automated system takes 25 seconds to transfer the
collector from the chamber to the counting system. Before a
shot, microballoons are made slightly radioactive by thermal
neutron irradiation, which creates the N«2« isotope of sodium
included in the glass. The fraction of target debris which have
been collected is determined from the ratio of N«24 activity
found on the collector, to that initially measured in the tar-
get. The system that we have developed should be able to mea-
sure *• ttpAR> i 1.3 10» g.cnr2.

3. LASER RESEARCH

The Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton in France is invol-
ved in solid-state laser research since the very beginning in
1966. Together with the "Compagnie Générale d'Electricité" we
developed successively several laser facilities experiments.
Two of them are still employed : P102, a single beam laser de-
livering about 100 joules at 1.06 urn in a 1 ns pulse duration,
and OCTAL which is an eight beam laser delivering a total
energy of 2 kilo joules at 1.05 urn in a 1 ns pulse duration or
about 600 joules after frequency conversion at 0,35 urn.

More recently, using the technology developed by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the U.S., we built a
two arm-power laser, PHEBUS, able to produce routinely 15 kJ at
1.05 urn and 5 kJ at 0.35 urn in 1 ns on target.

In order both to operate and maintain such facilities, and
to improve their performances, several projects in research and
development area* are supported.
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3.1. Optical smoothing

The first one concerns a beam smoothing technique which
can be used to improve the uniformity of target illumination
which is particularly important in the case of direct drive
irradiation of targets.

The laser beam produced by a wide band (s 3 nm) oscillator
is introduced into a step index multimoc'e optical fibre right
after it comes out of the oscillator • . At the output of the
fibre, each mode created a conical photon layer, which transit
time depends on the cone angle. When focused, the beamlets are
producing successive independent interference patterns with an
individual life time no longer than the coherence time. There-
fore, many different patterns superimpose during the pulse du-
ration. The temporal dispersion of photons entering the multi-
mode fibre with different angles of incidence is illustrated
fig. 12a. It is clear that the path length increases with
increasing angles and the photons present at the same time at
the fibre entrance are experiencing various delays upon
travelling along the fibre. Only discrete values of 9
corresponding to the propagation modes of the fibre have to be
considered. The number of modes N that can propagate, assuming
that the incident beam is linearly polarized 24 , is more than
300 for the following conditions :

- fibre diameter : 100 um
- fibre length L : SO m
- numerical aperture 6 : 0.12
- wavelength . : 1 um

The maximum time delay d experienced by the outermost in-
cident rays with respect to a ray with nul incidence is such
as :

d = LO* / 2 n c

where c is the speed of light, and n the refractive index. With
n = 1.5 and the above values : d a 1.5 ns. Then, the mean delay
Between each mode is of the order of 3 ps. it is larger than
the 1 ps coherence time of the laser pulse and the condition
for efficient smoothing is fulfilled. The beam is then focused
near the input end of the fibre. The pulse emerging from the
fibre output end is injected into a silicate glass rod ampli-
fying chain. The image of the fibre output is relayed through-
out the chain with the help of adéquat optics and beam expan-
ders. The beam is finally focused with a 600 mm focal langth
lens which forms a 300 um diameter image of the fibre output.
The maximum laser energy is about 70 J.

Spectroscopic measurements show that the width of the
sepctrum is constant over the whole laser chain, thus
demonstrating that the amplification of the wide band pulse is
not selective. This observation is of importance since the
smoothing efficiency relies on the spectral width. Spectral
narrowing occurs only after frequency conversion (fig. 12b) .
The focal spot is dramatically improved at the fundamental
frequency : the intensity profile has sharp edge* and residual
oscillations are smaller than ± 10 %. At the second harmonic.
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the profile is even smoother, but due to the principle of
frequency conversion, it is more peaked. At the third harmonic,
the measured profile is perturbed by the strucutre of the CCD
camera. By placing a square hole in an image plane of the fibre
output, a square focal spot has been obtained at the
fundamental frequency. At higher harmonics, the square shape
vanishes. These results are summarized in fig. 13.

Frequency conversion has been conducted with an assembly
of two type II, 16 nun thick, XDP crystals in the quadrature
configuration. An efficiency close to 40 % has been reached for
frequency doubling, and 12 % for tripling. Although in this
last case, the characteristics of the KOP's are not optimized,
the spectral width of the beam is probably responsible for a
large part of this relatively low value.

Efficient smoothing has been obtained by the optical fibre
technique. Further study of frequency conversion, mainly at the
third harmonic, is needed. Although no evidence of self focu-
sing in the amplifier rods has been detected, this phenomenon
deserve to be investigated in order to determine how it can be
influenced by smoothing at the front end 29.

3.2. Reflective sol-gel coatings from colloids

A second subject concerns new techniques able to produce
antireflection or mirror coatings able to support higher
fluences than the classical Physical Vapour Deposition tech-
niques generally used, we have been investigating the sol-gel
technique in synergy with LLNL »•. In this process, a suitable
ionic or molecular precursor solution leaves an inorganic film
residue when applied and evaporated. After an extensive work
carried out at CEL-V and else we have learned that the best me-
thod consisted in an application of a colloidal suspension of a
chemically converted oxide to a substrate with subsequent eva-
poration of the suspending medium.

We have prepared at room temperature optical-coatings of
high-inde* oxide materials such as ; Ti02 , ZrO* , Hf02 . ThOj and
Ala 0»f Hs 0 deposited from colloidal suspensions. All these
films were porous and consequently of low refractive index com-
pared to the relevant dense material. This prospective work re-
vealed Ala Oar Ha 0 as the more laser damage resistant high-index
oxide candidate (Fig. 14).

Alternating these high-index components with early repor-
ted SiOa also deposited from a colloidal suspension we were
able to prepare highly reflective coatings at room temperature
(Fig. 15). Among the different oxide combinations, the ALz03 -
SiOi system appeared to be the strongest in laser-resistance,
conserving its performances compared t those of the original
constituing components when prepared in stringently clean
conditions.
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/2nc

SPECTRflL BflNDWIDTH IS STRONGLY

REDUCED BY FREQUENCY CONVERSION

1
1W

j i
/ \

_jaipj:isu » jijn

Fig. 12 - Optic»! fibr» disp«rsor <*)
Th« ray entering th« fibr* with an angla of incidence
9 i» delayed by an amount d with respect to the ray
parallel to the fibre «xia.

- baser pulse spectra <b)
The spectral width is reduced after frequency conver-
sion.



FQCRL SPOT PROFILES RRE MODIFIED
BY FREQUENCY CONVERSION

iw 3WI

/ V I SOO^MI

tig. 13 - Tha aquara focal «pet
This fecal «pot i* obtain** by iaagina a 2x2 m»>
•ouara apartura placad in aa iaaga plana of tha fibra
and. Tha aquara «hapa, (200 vua)' • obtainad at tba
fundaaantal fraquaney, vaniahaa at bigbar hanonica.
At tha third harmonic, tha poor aanaitivitr of tha
caaara laada to profila irragularitiaa dua to tba CCD
atructura.
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OXYDE

S102

A1203.H20

Zr02

Hf02

T102

Th02

INDEX

1.20

1.43

1.48

1.50

1.89

1.50

DAMAGE AT 1064 n».J/cm2

Ins, SINGLE SHOT

14 - 15

11 - 14

7-10

8-11

8-10

10 - 13

10ns, SINGLE SHOT

30 - 40

30 - 40

10 - 20

15 - 20

15 - 20

20 - 25

10ns , 30Hz

30 - 40

40

10 - 15

15 - 20

a - 5
?

Figure 14 Oasagt thresholds of single-coatings

OXYDE-PAIX

T102-S102

Zr02-S102

Hf02-Si03

THO2-S1O2

A1203-S102

DAMAGE AT 1064 na.J/c»2

Ins, SINGLE SHOT

6 - 8

6 - 7

5 - 8

8 - 9

8-13

10ns, SINGH SHOT

10

10 - 15

15

20

30 - 45

10ns, 30Bz

1 - 4

10

15

?

25 - 48

Figure 15 Oaaage thresholds of HR-co*t1ngs



CONCLUSION

The laser research and development program at Centre
d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton is concentrated on high perfor-
mances ablative implosions. The indirect drive scheme has been
chosen as the most promising approach towards the I.C.F. objec-
tive. It involves a deep study of key subjects such as radia-
tive transfert, fuel preheat and hydrodynamic instabilities,
and a concomitant effort on plasma diagnostics and high power
laser advanced technology.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 Time-integrated X-ray pictures of core emission
from X-ray driven implosions

Fig. 2 X-ray conversion efficiency and front emission lobe
from planar thick gold targets

Fig. 3 Main features of rear side X-ray emission from thin
gold targets (e < 1 un)

Fig. 4 Compared experimental data and numerical simulation
of rear side X-ray emission for planar gold layers
(e > 1 urn)

Fig. 5 Hydrodynamical behaviour of a laser irradiated thin
gold target. • Streaked soft X-ray recording ; superim-
posed 10 numerical simulation

Fig. 6 X-ray emission from gold targets irradiated with a
smoothed beam : front emission lobe and conversion
efficiency compared with non-smoothed beam results

Fig. 7 Effect of optical smoothing at 1.06 and 0.53 urn on
hard X-ray intensity

Fig. 8 Effect of optical smoothing by RPP and optical fibre
oscillator, on ablation depth in a gold target

Fig. 9 Development of the mixing zone in a trilayer foil :
variation of Al He« line intensity versus the target
acceleration

Fig. 1O Time evolution of the soft X-ray spectrum emitted
from a planar gold target irradiated by the two laser
beans of Phebus

Fig. 11 Scheme of the fast extraction target debris collec-
tion system and of the 4 n 0tf detector for radioche-
try measurements
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Fig. 12 - Optical fibre disperser (a)
The ray entering the fibre with an angle of incidence
0 is delayed by an amount d with respect to the ray
parallel to the fibre axis.

- Laser pulse spectra (b)
The spectral width is reduced after frequency conver-
sion.

Fig. 13 - The square focal spot
This focal spot is obtained by imaging a 2x2 mm2
square aperture placed in an image plane of the fibre
end. The square shape, (200 un)2, obtained at the
fundamental frequency, vanishes at higher harmonics.
At the third harmonic, the poor sensitivity of the
camera leads to profile irregularities due to the CCD
structure.

Fig. 14 Damage threshold of single coatings

Fig. 15 Damage threshold of HR coatings
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I.C.F. Program at CEL-V

• AT CEL-V, WE PERFORM EXPERIMENTS WITH THE INDIRECT-DRIVE SCHEME : IN
A HOHLRAUM, THE LASER ENERGY IS CONVERTED TO X-RAYS WHICH IMPLODE A
SPHERICAL CAPSULE.

. THIS PROGRAM INVOLVES STUDIES OF KEY ISSUES : RADIATIVE TRANSFERT
AND PREHEAT, HYDRODYNAMICS INSTABILITIES, SYMMETRY OF DRIVE.

. ACCOMPANYING EFFORT IS DEVELOPED ON DIAGNOSTICS AND ADVANCED LASER
TECHNOLOGY.



RADIATION DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS :
UNIFORMITY

. HIGH YIELD IMPLOSION REQUIRE A HIGH DEGREE OF DRIVE ENERGY
UNIFORMITY (TYPICALLY 1%)

. THE DIRECT DRIVE APPROACH NEEDS SMOOTHING TECHNIQUES SUCH AS ISI - OR
RELEVANT METHODS - ,RPP, OR BEAMS OVERLAPPING.

BEST RESULT TO DAY AT LLE: 10% RMS

. THE INDIRECT DRIVE SCHEME CAN ENHANCE THE UNIFORMITY WHITH LESSER
CONSTRAINTS ON BEAMS NUMBER AND QUALITY
3%ATLLNL

. UNIFORMITY CAN BE IMPROVED BY A PROPER CHOICE OF HOHLRAUM
GEOMETRY



INDIRECT DRIVE IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS AT CELV

Tha implosion symmetry is controlled by varying hohlraum geometry

Core X-ray emission is observed :

for two Laser beams. versus hohlraum geometry )

for eight Laser beams

b/a =

G)
b/a =1.1

1DIM

b/a =1.6 |

A R / R = 20%

b/a» 1.3

0>
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RADIATION DRIVEN IMPLOSION :
ENERGY REQUIREMENT

. AN IRRADIATION DEFECT CAN PREVENT A HIGH RADIAL CONVERGENCE OF AN
IMPLODING SHELL» EVEN BEFORE BREAKING UP BY R.T. INSTABILITIES

CONSEQUENTIAL EFFECT ON ENERGY REQUIREMENT CAN BE ROUGHLY
ESTIMATED FOR BOTH DIRECT (D) AND INDIRECT (I) SCHEMES.

. PUSHER VELOCITY : V = a PA/M

DIRECT DRIVE ko = 1/3 - FOR
B. MEYER-G.THIELL
PHYS OF FLUIDS
27 (1984) 302

INDIRECT DRIVE ki = 0.17 - K. NISHIHARA
JAP.J.OFAPPL.PHYS
21 (1982) 1571

- J.MEYER TER VEHN
PHYS LETT. 104 (1984) 410
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RADIATION DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS :
ENERGY REQUIREMENT

(cont'd)

AN INITIAL IRRADIATION DEFECT M> PRODUCES A VELOCITY DEFECT

AM _ k
"v"-

RELATIVE DEFECT OF SPHERICITY AT TIME Tp = Ro/V :
(DISREGARDING SLOWING DOWN AND INSTABILITIES)

AR =
R R 0)

ALLOWING AR/R = 1/6 (HALF THE FINAL VOLUME PERTURBED)

4.6 1CT3/ (ft \3

A<J>)



RADIATION DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS
ENERGY REQUIREMENT

(cont'd)

.THE ENERGY TO INVEST SCALING AS p"2
 t Ï] BEING

THE EFFICIENCY OF LASER ENERGY TRANSFER TO THE FUEL» WE GET

ED
EI V ki

6 SAME INITIAL IRRADIATION DEFECT

FOR

SAME FINAL CORE DEFECT

. ASSUMING = 0.1 ED/Ej = 6
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER

X-RAY EMISSION IN HIGH Z PLANAR TARGETS HAS BEEN WIDELY STUDIED

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

SPECTRA

LOBE

EVOLUTION IN TIME

AS A FUNCTION OF IRRADIATION PARAMETERS ( X , 0, AT)
AND TARGET CHARACTERISTICS (MATERIAL» THICKNESS)



X-RAY CONVERSION
1UU

90

OA80

^AI\J

dt\W

CA50

Af\40

OAOil
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ftU
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1

Gold targets

X (nm) A t (ns)

' Q 0,35 0,7

A 0,53 0,25 i

. O 0,53 0,7

>

•

• a • • • • • . *

O1 3 1
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D
A

A A A
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O14 1
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•

•
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a •
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laser flux (W cm-2)



FRONT EMISSION LOBE
gold plane target

>140= 3 10 'H w/cnT X =0,35|jm

10
-1

5 10

I I
o Demix 22*
x Demix 55°
A Bolometre 60°

I I I I I I I

Tx - 47%

I I » I i
0.2 0,4 0.6

O
o

8

_J L
0.8 IcosB
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10

1

X-RAY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
rear side ; gold target ; 0,35(am

o

D

A

3,51013Wcm-2

21014Wcm-2

21015Wcm-2

,1

thickness (|am)
cr
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OPTIMAL THICKNESS FOR REAR SIDE
X-RAY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

,01

D

D

gold target ^ =0.35iim

O pollux and octal experiment (1 ns)

phebus experiment (0.7ns)

10 13 10 14 10 15 10 16

laser flux (W cm-2)



X-RAY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY VERSUS TARGET THICKNESS :

EXPERIMENTS AND FCI-1 CODE

1 '

0.1

: *

0.01

(Rear face) Au plane targets

OCTAL-0.35/jm-1 ns

•* """"-<

0L = 2.1014W/cm2

fo EXPi
t* FCI-1 f=0.3-HETl,

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 e



X-RAY CONVERSION WITH GOLD
normalized rear side emission versus

Intensity (A.U.)
1 _ I

0 s 2 1014W/cm2

2,5 Time (ns)



"f-0

i

Oe+0
O.Oe+0

numerical data

S.Oe-10 1,06-9 1,56-9

time (ns)
2,06-9 2.58-9 3,06-9

0.08+0

experimental data

2 jim numerical data
2 urn •ioMrimantal data

0.00+0 5,08-10 1,08-9 1.58-9 2,08-9

time(ns)
2,58-9 3.08-9



0,06

SPACE AND TIME EVOLUTION OF
THIN GOLD FOIL

14
410 Wcm-2

-0,08
4,0e-10 8,0e-10

time (s)
1,2e-9
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BEAM SMOOTHING EFFECT

, - BEAM NON UNIFORMITIES HAVE BEEN SMOOTHED OUT WITH AN OPTICAL FIBER
OSCILLATOR ON P 102

- WE USED ALSO R.P.P. ON OCTAL

, ABLATION DEPTH IN GOLD

AT 1.06 Jim :INSENSmVE TO AN Y SMOOTHING

3 TIMES NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

FILAMENTATION ?

AT 0.53 AND 0.35 -REDUCED,

- IN AGREEMENT WITH SIMULATIONS

X-RAY CONVERSION

NO SIGNIFICANT INCREASE
LESS DISPERSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
REDUCTION OF HARD COMPONENT



b
100

!
*

!
10

X-RAY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
WITHOUT OPTICAL SMOOTHING

with smoothing
01,06 \an 1,4ns
D 0,53 nm 1,4ns
A 0,35 urn 1,4ns

without smoothing
A 0,35 nm 1ns
•0,53 nm 1ns
• 1,06 nm 0,5ns

^
10 12 10 13 10 14 10 15 10 16

laser flux (W cm-2)



a,

0,10

0.08

0.06

0.04

0,02

0,00

FRONT EMISSION LOBE OF GOLD TARGET
WITH OPTICAL SMOOTHING

X

*

1.06Mm910 13Won-2
1.0Qjm6.710 13Won-2
1.06nm2,l 10 13Wcm-2
0.53nm2,610 13Wcm-2
0.53nm7,410 12Won-2
0,35^im3,610 13Wcm-2
0.35nm3.610 ^Won-2 t

A

•*•

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6

cos (theta)
0,8 1,0



HARD X-RAY COMPONENT
WITH AND WITHOUT OPTICAL SMOOTHING
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ExpOFO I ExpRPP I expstd code

1.06pm 3J01S W/cm2 Ins

llOllOnm llOilOnm 30 n m

0.53pm 1045W/cm2 Ins

40+lOnm 30-35nm *

0.35pm 10 * W/cm2 Ins

20CnOnm I 450nm 200nm



HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES

. DEVELOPMENT OF A MIXING ZONE IN PLASMA SITUATION IS STUDIED USING
LASER ACCELERATED TRI-LAYER PLANAR TARGETS

. TARGETS WITH ANTI-MIGRATION BARRIERS

. EXPERIMENTS ON OCTAL HAVE BEEN IMPROVED USING R.P.P.,

A « 0.35 im 0 : 1013 - 5 1014 WCM'2

. TARGET HYDRODYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR DETERMINED BY X-RAY SHADOW-
GRAPHY

EXpLE 0 = 2.io14 WCM-2

V = 1.2107 CM S'1

F=1016CMS-2

. METHOD CHECKED BY COMPARISON WITH STABLE AU/AL/SI TARGETS
(SMALL DENSITY JUMP BETWEEN AL AND SI)



Al LINE DUE TO THE MIXING Ai/Au
IN AN UNSTABLE TRILAYER

500

10,0
Driver Laser Energy (J)

100.0



• ' I

0.3Sfjm

7.101$ w/cm2

5 : 2 t.S pm

68J/27J S 1(5) flL(2)

iDELflY BETWEEN flL AND SI LINESl

FOR fl STABLE TRILflYER SI/flL/SIl



X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS
UEIL

NUMEROUS DIAGNOSTICS ARE ROUTINELY OPERATED TO CHARACTERIZE THE
PLASMA EMISSIONS IN THE X-UV AND SOFT X-RAY RANGE

RECENTLY DEVELOPED :

F.M.S. STREAKED IMAGING SYSTEM 100 EV
FLAT SIO2 GRAZING INCIDENCE MIRROR
RESOLUTIONS 30 PS 8LPMM"1

.SPARTUVIX STREAKED SOFT X-RAY HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER
TRANSMISSION GRATING
RESOLUTIONS 30 PS 1Â

• SMART STREAKED SOF X-RAY BROADBAND SPECTROMETER
TRANSMISSION GRATING 40 EV -1 KEV
RESOLUTIONS 30 PS 10 < A < 100
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NEUTRON DIAGNOSTICS

FUEL < p R > MEASUREMENT BY KNOCK-ON METHOD WITH CR 39.

N
£- G.CM-2< pR> = 5.4

WE HAVE DEVELOPED A COMPUTERIZED MICROSCOPE SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED
TREATMENT.

.PUSHER <pAR> MEASUREMENT BY RADIOCHEMISTRY MEASUREMENTS

- AREAL DENSITY DEDUCED FROM SI28 ACTIVATION

- FRACTION OF DEBRIS COLLECTION DEDUCED FROM NA
24 ACTIVITY

- SENSITIVITY :



CCD camera

Optical
Microscope

3 CR 39 sample

X-Y-Z
translations

1
C O M P A Q
386 / 25 MHz

Matrox
fcVP-AT-NP

Printer

VISILOG

Hi-Res
Display

Monitor

Lighting

AUTOMATED TREATMENT OP KNOCK-ON RECORDING



TARGET CHAMBER

AUTOMATED EXTRACTION DEVICE

TO DETECTOB

TRANSFERT TUBE

SCHEME OF THE FAST EXTRACTION TARGET DEBRIS COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR RAOIOCHEMISTRY

PUT

PUT
0SCINT1LLATOR(NE102)

SCHEME OF THE 4 H p Y DETECTOR
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LASER RESEARCH :
OPTICAL SMOOTHING

OPTICAL SMOOTHING BY OPTICAL FIBER OSCILLATOR HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED
ON P 102

- IMAGE OF THE FIBER OUTPUT RELAYED UP TO THE TARGET.

AT FUNDAMENTAL» RESIDUAL OSCILLATIONS < 10%, AND SHARP EDGES.
THE SPECTRUM WIDTH IS CONSTANT OVER THE WHOLE LASER CHAIN.

AFTER FREQUENCY CONVERSION THE INITIAL SHAPE (EXP1^ : SQUARE SHAPE)
VANISHES, AND THE SPECTRUM IS NARROWED.

- FREQUENCY CONVERSION WITH TYPE IIKDP CRYSTALS EFFICIENCY :
40%AT2WO; 12%AT3WO
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OPTICAL FIBRE

d s L0 / 2nc

SPECTRflL BflNDUIDTH IS STRONGLY

REDUCED BY FREQUENCY CONVERSION

1W



FOCflL SPOT PROFILES flRE MODIFIED

BY FREQUENCY CONVERSION

1W 2W 3WI



LASER RESEARCH :
SOL GEL COATINGS

, EFFORT ON HIGH FLUENCES ANTIREFLEXION OR MIRROR COATINGS, IN SYNERGY
WITHLLNL

, STARTING FROM COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS, HIGH-INDEX OPTICAL COATINGS
HAVE BEEN PREPARED. AI^j ,H2O APPEARED AS THE MORE DAMAGE RESISTANT

, HIGH REFLECTIVE COATINGS WERE PREPARED BY ALTERNATING HIGH INDEX
COMPONENTS WITH SIÛ2 COATINGS. THE AL^ - SI02 SYSTEM APPEARED TO BE
THE STRONGEST
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Damage thresholds of HR-coatlngs
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CONCLUSION

, THE LASER PROGRAM AT CEL-V IS CONCENTRATED ON HIGH PERFORMANCES
ABLATIVE IMPLOSION.

, INDIRECT DRIVE HAS BEEN CHOSEN AS THE MOST PROMISING APPROACH
TOWARDS I.C.F.

IMPROVEMENT OF IMPLOSION SPHERICITY HAS BEEN TESTED, IN CONJUNCTION
WITH PROMISING RESULTS ON DOMINANT ISSUES SUCH AS RADIATIVE TRANSFER
AND HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES.

. PROGRESS TOWARDS THIS END INCLUDES THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PLASMA
DIAGNOSTICS, AND EFFORTS ON HIGH POWER LASER ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY


